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How do cats bathe?



The cat’s bumpy tongue has 
tiny cleaning hooks on it.

When a kitten is born his mother licks him clean.
But by the time he is just five weeks old,

the kitten begins to clean himself.



How do elephants bathe?
Elephants bathe in ponds or lakes, and they
like to take a bath at least once every day.



Elephants also like mud baths. This 
helps  keep away insects and  also 

protects them from strong sun.



How do ants bathe?

Although ants are very small, they are very clean!
Ants use their long antennae to feel the world around

them, so they must be perfectly clean to work.



To wash its antenna, an ant pulls it sideways through its mouth!



How do beavers bathe?



How do beavers bathe?
The busy beaver spends most of his time 

underwater, but at bath time he waddles up
onto dry land and uses his front paws

to get water out of his ears, rub his eyes,
and comb his whiskers.



How do robins bathe?



How do robins bathe? A robin likes to take a bath in the water. She hops right in
and wets her head and wings. After the bath, the 

robin flies up to a high branch to shake off.



How do chickens bathe?

Not all birds like water. Instead, the chicken takes
a bath in dust. She finds a sandy area and then she

rolls around to get clean.



How do chickens bathe? Some birds, like wrens and sparrows , take two baths —
first a wet bath and then a dust bath.



How do animals clean
their teeth?

 The crocodile has a clever way 
to keep his big teeth clean. He  opens his mouth very wide, 

and  a special kind of bird flies over to peck dirt and bugs from 
his teeth.The cleaner shrimp lives in the coral reefs . 

 He nibbles  the bacteria on the skin of larger sea creatures.            



 The giant eel even allow the cleaner shrimp to clean 
the inside of their mouths, just like a dentist!



How do hedgehogs bathe?



Since a hedgehog’s quills are so 
sharp — ouch! — it’s hard for 

him to keep them clean.

Sometimes he scratches himself with his 
paws, but usually he just shakes like

a dog to remove loose quills.



How do animals keep their 
nails neat and trim?



How do animals keep their 
nails neat and trim?

The busy rabbit spends lots 
of time digging burrows
in the ground, running ,
and hopping around.

All that digging and hopping 
keeps a rabbit’s nails 

from growing too long.



How do you bathe?

In a human family, everybody gets a turn to have a nice bath,
with plenty of warm water, sweet-smelling soap, bubbly shampoo,

and soft towels. It feels so good to be squeaky clean!



How do you bathe?
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